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Executive Summary
This response to the Local Plan Review from Bright Green Futures Ltd. is with regards to ‘Proposal
ULH 10: Self build accommodation’ specifically. However, self-build communities can address wider
policies emerging in the Local Plan. This document outlines our experience and expertise in
community-led self and custom build housing, defines what eco self-build communities are and
highlights what prevents them from being built, which provides relevant context to the
recommendations that follow.
Whilst Bright Green Futures elaborates on these points throughout the document, to summarise, our
specific recommendations are for Bristol City Council (BCC) to:
1. Write a policy for self-build, custom build homes, community-led and eco self-build
communities housing which recognises and rewards to external benefits each model brings
(Section 7.1 and 7.3 of this response)
2. Allocate of sites exclusively for self-build housing, rather than a percentage contribution on
each development site in order to ensure demand for self-build is met for individuals, couples
and families on a range of incomes (section 7.2).
3. In support of 2. above, if larger sites with a proportional contribution of self-build are still
considered, offer off-site contribution as the only get-out clause (section 7.2 and 7.3 below).
Ring-fence the off-site contribution to offer funding for community and sustainability features
in eco self-build communities.
4. Sell BCC-owned land for community-led and self-build community schemes. Calculate the
social and environmental value of these schemes and deduct this from the land value (section
7.3).
5. Engage the local community on the possibility of the CIL money to be sued to contribute
towards community hubs that will serve the wider community (section 7.3).
6. Remove the affordable housing contribution from eco self-build community schemes which
meet specific targets as proposed in the definition (Section 4.0) to ensure their viability and
therefore unlock their potential to provide wider societal benefits through community hub
activities and contribution to sustainability goals including sustainable energy, travel, waste
and socio-economic sustainability (section 7.3).
7. Promote the Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Register to ensure it reflects the true
demand for self-build housing in Bristol and make the figures public (section 7.4).
8. Take action to understand the true demand for self-build through promoting the self-build
register and working with providers. (section 6.4)
9. Include community self-build and its description in the local self-build register (section 7.4)
10. Provide self-build and self-finish housing through community-led housing, such as proposed
by West of England Community Homes (WECH), and ensure this is planned from the start
(section 7.5).
11. Allocate sites strategically for community self-build (section 7.6):
a. Size: ideally for developments of 20 to 100 homes, as our research and
analysis shows this is the optimal number for a self-build community;
b. Location: in locations where demand for the wider community benefits selfbuild communities provide is high (see section 7.6 for detail)
c. Viability: in order to ensure their viability, in locations where people interested
in the community proposition would like to live, which are typically
multicultural, with access to nature, good schools and local amenities.
12. Develop an urban exception site policy for permitting a change of use to residential
development if it is for community-led or mixed use community self-build development. New
services and industries formed in self-build communities have the potential to better serve the
existing neighbourhood than former industrial uses (section 7.7).
13. Open up the opportunity for land allocated to self-build to be ‘held in trust’ while the provider
or community group develops a business case for the scheme (section 7.8).
14. Promote medium- to high-density self-build community developments (50 to 80 homes per
hectare) to maximise sustainability and social cohesion and meet other aspirations of the
local plan (section 7.9).
15. In terms of the planning procedure (section 7.10):
a. Fast-track community-led developments with dedicated BCC planning
support.
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b. Allow for greater design flexibility in self-build homes with recognition of
individual lifestyle needs.
c. Allow for more flexible space standards, permitting to include community
spaces in the calculation.
d. Provide encouragement and support to planning officers to use their
discretion to support community-led housing developments for their
environmental, social and economic benefits and not judge them in the same
way as conventional volume housing developments.
16. Allow and encourage planning applications with plot passports/design code for detailed
design to ensure self-builders have flexibility in what they can build without needed to take on
the risk of a lengthy planning process which many would not be able to afford or be willing to
take the risk of (section 7.11).
17. Exploration as to whether “Affordable” community self-build that meet BCC’s definition of
affordable housing may be possible through covenants which keep homes more affordable in
perpetuity(section 7.12), and whether affordable self-build rental could be a possibility and a
model the council would be willing to support (section 7.12).
Based on the analysis throughout, we see that a combination of the proposed solutions would have a
real impact and help BCC deliver a range of its aims and policies.
We would like to propose a meeting with BCC Planning Policy staff to discuss the detail of this
response, and proposals within, and to work collaboratively with BCC to develop policies that can help
implement the Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act in the most optimal way.
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1.0

Introduction

This response to the local plan is focussed on our area of expertise: community-led development,
self-build and sustainability, and how a specific solution: eco self-build communities can contribute to
the aspirations of the local plan, how it could contribute to a thriving Bristol. This is the area where we
see we can make a valuable contribution. We provide a very detailed response here in order to
evidence some of benefits available and to provide a full picture.

2.0

About Bright Green Futures

We are a small, Bristol-based housing developer enabling community-led housing for self and custom
built homes. We offer our clients the opportunity to build their own home and community with our
support as part of a community of people passionate about benefitting society and the planet.
What we are aiming to do is very much in line with many of the ambitions of Bristol City Council (BCC)
listed in the Local Plan Consultation document, and we see many opportunities for BCC to align these
targets to have a bigger overall impact.
Prior to founding Bright Green Futures (BGF) our directors, Dr Steffie Broer and Dr Larch Maxey,
between them co-founded, researched and lived in several award winning sustainable housing
developments. After completing their doctorates in the sustainable community self-build field they
joined forces in order to turn their research into reality through Bright Green Futures1.
To our great delight Bright Green Futures’ work has been recognised nationally and regionally. We
recently won the “Best sustainable housing development company”– UK Enterprise Award. Steffie
won the 2016 Energy Efficiency Champion of the South West Award for her work for Fishponds Cobuild Group, and BGF’s Courtyard, Montpelier, self-build cohousing scheme won the 2nd prize 2016
South West best Large Project of the regional energy efficiency awards.
Bright Green Futures’ Courtyard development comprises 6 homes with a community room and shared
community gardens. The Courtyard is the only purpose-built co-housing development in Bristol and
the only homes in Bristol A-rated for energy efficiency and environmental impact. BGF have also
obtained planning permission for the Bower, Fishponds for 14 homes with a community hub and has
set up a community group to build it: Fishponds Co-build group, who later bought the project from
BGF. Our most recent project is Water Lilies in Lawrence Weston. Like all our sites so far, it is located
on a brownfield site, in this case the old reservoir on Kings Weston Hill. Planning has been submitted
for 33 homes with a community hub. The site adopts progressive sustainability and community
features which embrace many of BCC’s key aspirations in these fields, including a Travel Plan and
Travel Hierarchy, Waste Hierarchy and Energy Hierarchy, being carbon neutral/negative through
extensive PV and energy efficiency, etc.

1

For an example of BGF staff’s academic work in this field see Broer, S. and Titheridge, H. (2010) Eco-Self-Build Housing
Communities: Are They Feasible and Can They Lead to Sustainable and Low Carbon Lifestyles? Sustainability 2, 2084-2116
doi:10.3390/su2072084 Available at https://www.brightgreenfutures.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/sustainability_steffies_published_paper_.pdf retrieved 12/4/18
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The Courtyard
BGF’s vision is that:
• People live in homes bespoke to their needs and wishes.
• We build vibrant communities not disconnected developments.
• Houses are treated as homes, not investments.
• Housing becomes more affordable.
• All people, regardless of background, wealth or culture, have access to quality,
environmentally sustainable homes.
Through our approach to building eco self-build communities, housing is used as a platform to build
not just homes but social, financial and environmental capital. We design our communities with the
future residents at the centre of decision making right from the start.
We minimize the need to travel and own cars, then always park cars at the periphery, placing people
and community at the heart, through a central community garden and hub. This creates safe, healthy,
equitable, fair, and resilient communities and gives people choices and empowerment. We find that
our customers by default make choices to live more sustainably, partly because of the way we
enthuse and support them, but also because they benefit directly from a house that is cool in summer,
warm in winter, cheap to heat and live in a community where people care. When they finish selfbuilding most have felt so empowered that they then set up their own businesses in something they
feel passionate about, further contributing to the local economy and society.
We also offer tours and training to community groups with the aim of inspiring and supporting others
to set up their own communities.

6

The Courtyard Interior
We work with a range of partners, including West of England Community Homes (WECH), Ecomotive,
Buildstore, Custom Build Homes and a number of Local Authorities on strategic and operational
priorities that will unlock the potential of community-led self-build housing. For example, we are in
direct touch with Helen Bone, Keith Cowlin, Anna Hope and Jackson Moulding, Birmingham City
Council and have advised on the forthcoming Cranbrook DPD. With Buildstore and Custom Build
Homes we are piloting self-build mortgage provision for smaller homes, i.e. homes that are not
detached: terraced homes, semi’s and flats. We are also working with Buildstore and Custom Build
Homes on the legal structures required to make this possible.

3.0

Initial feedback on current policy and Local Plan Review

We welcome the fact that self-build is mentioned in the Local Plan Review and also the importance
the Plan places on sustainability and community objectives. Whilst community-led development is not
specifically mentioned in the Local Plan Review, we welcome the inclusion of community-led
development in other BCC Strategy documents including the Affordable Housing Framework, the
Bristol Housing Strategy, and the Housing Delivery Plan 2017-2020.
We also welcome the emphasis on environmental, financial and social sustainability in the Local Plan
Review. It is great to know that what we live for in the Bright Green Futures Team very much lines up
with what BCC seeks to achieve with the Local Plan. As experts on sustainability and eco-self-build
communities, we offer suggestions of specific policy opportunities to deliver these objectives
effectively. We appreciate BCC’s openness to an ongoing dialogue and would welcome the
opportunity to meet to discuss this further, and on this basis to be able to gain a deeper
understanding of what BCC is trying to achieve, how planning policy can work and how we can
contribute.
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4.0

Defining eco self-build communities

As a starting point, we see it is important to agree a definition for eco self-build communities that we
can work with.
Eco self-build communities comprise the following elements:
4.1 Self-build, custom-build and empowerment: Future residents are directly and individually
involved in the design and construction of their homes, which are bespoke to their needs. They
either self-build the whole house or finish a completed shell. They may also have their unique
home custom-built for them by a provider. The self-build provider provides training, facilitation and
group management to make the proposition accessible to a wide range of people who may
otherwise lack the confidence and knowledge to undertake custom-/self-build.
4.2 Environmental sustainability is a priority: These developments have significantly lower
carbon footprints and environmental impacts that policy would dictate, often pioneering new
environmental technology solutions and living practices, including:
a. Carbon neutrality in home energy use, meaning as much energy is generated
on site as is used in the homes, i.e. 100% reduction of emissions. This
means that the homes are normally A-rated on their energy certificate. These
homes are highly resilient to future climate change, and contribute to
addressing climate change through mitigation, adaptation and demonstration
of best practice2.
b. Lower car ownership and carpooling with support for low emission vehicles
such as electric charging points.
c. A shared recycling and waste hub managed by the community company,
increasing recycling rates and keeping streets free of bins and rubbish.
d. A community company run by the residents, which takes an active role in
supporting sustainable lifestyles, through providing education and information
and organising a sustainability infrastructure3.
4.3 Co-housing and extensive community provision: A high level of community features,
including:
e. a community garden,
f. community hub and shared facilities,
g. cars parked at the periphery to create a safe place for children and the
community to get together.
4.4. Makes housing more affordable: Whilst eco self-build communities are not social housing,
it needs to be recognised that they provide an opportunity to get on the housing ladder for first
time buyers and people on lower income. People are able to save costs on their build through DIY
and because a share of the profit that would go to the developer gets passed on to the selfbuilder. This provides a great opportunity for proactive people to get out of the poverty trap and
thus will save the local authority significant funds in the long term. Over 80% of our customers so
far are first time home owners who could not have access a home without our self-build eco
community route, whilst 30%, including single parents, were previously in receipts of housing
benefit and were able to come off of benefits through this route.
4.5 Mixed tenure: In community self-build projects we naturally find people from all walks of
life. Self-builders tend to build lifetime homes and as such many like to integrate rental rooms to
let out to students or young professionals. Some of our self-builders are getting old and wishing to
grow old in a community of all ages. Sometimes they build next door to their children and
grandchildren. People have the choice to build homes to meet their changing needs throughout
their lives and as such are able to integrate disabled friendly solutions, adaptable spaces and
energy efficient design solutions.
4.6 Medium- to high-density: In contrast to one-off self-builds, through putting a communal
garden in the middle, having a community hub, developing a vibrant community with reduced car

2

There is a substantial amount of evidence on this, which is available on request.
The sustainability achievements have been evidenced through extensive academic research and through our projects
themselves. These include social and environmental achievements which significantly exceed those of flagship ecotowns such
as Hanham Hall, Bristol. Like most eco self-build communities to date, all this was achieved without public subsidies and with
small incentives this could become a much larger market.
3
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ownership and cars parked at the periphery, using permaculture, biophilia and other leading edge
design approaches, eco self-build communities can feel spacious at relatively high densities.
4.7 Community-led developments:
h. The community is integrally involved throughout the design and construction
process.
i. The community group/residents take a long term formal role in the
stewardship of the communally owned features, such as the community
garden and hub.
j. They benefit the local area in perpetuity, through providing community
features such as a community hub and garden that is not gated but provides
facilities that can also be used by the wider neighbourhood.
k. Each resident commits to a certain amount of community service, e.g. 2
hours per month. This is not only encouraged by the community company,
but written into the relevant legal contracts.
l. Each household pays a service charge to the community company so that
they have the resources to benefit the local community and support
sustainable living in perpetuity.
m. The community company works on a not for profit basis, with all money being
reinvested into stewardship of the sustainable community features and
initiatives.
4.8 Solid leadership, good design and high quality: Self-builders develop a culture of caring
for their home and this naturally leads to quality homes. However, as the developer, we always
take a strong leadership and also put quality control and boundaries in place so that these
projects don’t become disorganised. For each project we have one architect who works with each
customer to bring out their bespoke design that meets their needs. The role of the architect is also
to ensure that the whole site works well together. In this way we achieve the best of both words –
individuality with coherent design. We also build the shell of the terraced homes and flats and as
such can ensure high quality.
4.9 Eco self-build communities contribute significantly to a thriving local economy:
1. Local employment during construction: Self-builders tend to employ local people in the
SME sector to build their homes, thereby creating local employment and networks between
local industry professionals and tradesmen: When a builder and the future owner know each
other work becomes meaningful and appreciated. This relationship tends to results in
empowerment of the trades people and because they then care it also normally results in
better building quality. This preference for local suppliers will generate more local
employment than conventional developments would, and keep the money circulating in
Bristol’s local economy, through enhanced local multiplier effects4.
2. Local employment in perpetuity: Most eco community self-builders go on to set up their
own businesses. This is because of the following:
a. Self-builders gain a huge sense of achievement from building their own home
which empowers them and builds confidence.
b. When they move in they live in a community in which a can-do attitude is now
part of the culture. They encourage each other and most will go on to build
their own businesses in something they believe in.
c. Self-builders have the opportunity to integrate workspaces into their homes
and community.
d. They learn to project manage whilst they manage the construction of their
homes.
e. They learn other skills such as a trade, theoretical and practical skills about
sustainable building, managing teams and working with people.
f. They obtain their home at lower cost than if they bought it, and hence are in a
better financial position to start their own business.
With many work spaces (such as offices, treatment rooms, workshops, commercial kitchens and yoga
studios) integrated into the homes, as well as a community hub, eco self-build communities are

4

http://www.amiba.net/resources/multiplier-effect/
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naturally mixed use spaces and become mini entrepreneurial hubs for start-ups, micro businesses
and social enterprise (Local Plan Proposal EC 3).
Eco self-build communities tend to raise the overall attractiveness of the whole area. We have seen
this in Ashley Vale in St. Werburghs, Bristol, for example and other eco community self-build
schemes, where the self-build community has helped transform an area, resulting in property values
and quality of life rising faster than anywhere else in Bristol. Other eco housing and self-build
communities around the world have had similar effects, enhancing the benefits of more conventional
housing 5.

The Courtyard Builders

5.0

How eco self-build communities relate to other policies of the
local plan

We conclude that Eco self-build communities as defined here, help deliver and over-deliver on many
of the policy objectives of the local plan namely:
•
•

5

Proposal CDS 1: developing new and affordable homes alongside thriving commercial and
cultural uses: Eco self-build communities include homes and thriving entrepreneurial activity
in the homes and community hub, sometimes with integrated work units.
Proposal ULH1: provision of new and affordable homes: Eco self-build communities provide
new homes that tend to be more affordable as the self-builder can save money through DIY
and through taking a share of the profit the developer would otherwise make. The self-build
market is more resilient to recessions when people will still continue to build their homes6 This

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2010/06/01113008/3

6

NaSBA (2008) SelfBuild as volume housing solution. Available at https://www.brightgreenfutures.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/NaSBA-Self_Build_report.pdf retrieved 14/4/18
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

6.0

resilience in delivery is increased further with eco self-build communities as the group
provides additional support, motivation and solutions (such as bulk purchase of materials).
Proposal ULH 2: Affordable housing – our developments are not strictly speaking meeting the
current standard, but they reduce the pressure and need for social housing. They serve an
intermediate market of first time buyers, young families, single parents, construction workers
and young professionals, who may otherwise not be able to afford housing and would be
stuck in the private rental market.
Proposal ULH 3: Making efficient use of land to meet our needs (e.g. see 4.6 above) Through
parking the cars at the periphery, and through a large shared community garden at their core,
eco self-build housing communities can be medium to high density whilst feeling spacious,
light, calm, beautiful and with connection to nature.
Proposal ULH 7: HMOs; Homes in eco self-build homes offer a high proportion of high quality
accommodation to lodgers, thereby reducing the need for HMOs in the city. This is because
self-builder tend to want to build homes were they intend to stay for the rest of their lives.
They build in flexible space for their growing families, or to house an elderly relative who need
care. In the intermediate time these spaces are rented out to lodgers.
Proposal ULH 8: Older people’s housing: Eco self-build communities offer supportive living
options for older people.
Proposal ULH 9: Accessible Homes: people in eco self-build communities design their own
homes and have the choice to integrate disabled features.
Proposal ULH 10: Self-build accommodation; The is a strong and growing body of evidence
to suggest that eco self-build communities offer a superior model to self-build housing, that is
resilient, reliable, scalable and deliverable.
Proposal EC 3: New form of workspace: development of new forms of workspace, start-ups
and micro-business and space for social enterprises are an integral part of eco self-build
communities
Proposal HW 1: New developments to contribute to delivering the council’s air quality action
plan: Eco-self-build communities have zero net emissions in energy use and multiple
emission reductions through their sustainable transport, waste and food strategies.
Proposal HW 3 and HW 4 Local Green Space: The communal garden in eco self-build
communities adds extra green space to the area which is open and accessible to all. These
are not gated communities. The shared garden in the Yard and at Water Lilies is open also
for the public to use, as are their community hubs.
Proposal HW 5: Health impact: Whilst not directly applicable, eco self-build communities
promote healthy lifestyles. For example, Water Lilies self-builders, who will live in Lawrence
Weston, are planning to organise a local fruit and veg delivery to the community hub where all
Lawrence Weston residents could order local and possibly organic fruit and veg from local
farmers at wholesale prices.
Proposal RES 1: Meeting more of development’s energy needs sustainably: Eco self-build
communities, as defined above, are net zero/negative in their carbon emission footprint.
Including the emission savings from sustainable lifestyles this amounts to an emission
footprint reduction far exceeds the 20% renewable energy requirement. For our Water Lilies
development we expect 20 times the carbon emission reduction than this policy would
achieve in its own.
Proposal RES 3: Supporting new sustainable design standards. Good design is at the heart
of eco self-build communities where the quality of the final development is the priority, rather
than the need to turn a profit, e.g. Section 4.6. and Water Lilies’ reception from the Bristol
Urban Design Forum (BUDF).
Proposal RES 4: Stronger policies for adapting to climate change: Residents have the option
to design their homes to be resilient to climate change and are taught how to do so and are
supported in this by an expert.

What prevents eco self-build communities?

If they are so great, why are there such a small number of eco self-build communities in the UK and
Bristol, and why is Bright Green Futures the only private enterprise building them?
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Independent academic research has identified a series of challenges to self-build projects including: •
land supply and procurement; • access to finance and financial viability; • the planning process and
variations in planning authority approaches; and • general regulation and ‘red tape.’7
To answer this question for eco self-build communities in Bristol we here consider the three basic
requirements to enable more Eco self-build communities:

Here we assess what the bottlenecks might be that could be addressed through policy:
1. Demand: Over half of the population (53%) say that they would consider building their own
home (either directly or using the services of architects and contractors)8 and an Ipsos MORI
poll commissioned by the National Self Build Association (NaSBA) in 2014 to mark the launch
of May 2014 National Custom & Self Build Week (NCSBW) found that: “one in seven (14%)
Britons (around 7 million people) now expect to research or plan how to build a home for
themselves in the next 12 months; up from 12% last year.” Based on these statistics 14% of
Bristol residents amounts to about 63,000 people, or over 20,000 households. We have 584
people on our register who have registered their interest to build a home with us in an ecoself-build community and this has mostly been through word of mouth. Ecomotive inform us
that when they ran the Bristol City Council Self-build Register before the Council took it inhouse they had 700 people on the register. We don’t know how many people are on the
register now, but most people we survey report that they don’t know about it. As the UK
Parliament notes, with the right policy framework the self-build market could easily amount to
50 to 80% of new housing which is what it is in most other European Countries. We conclude
that there is no shortage of demand for self-build homes in Bristol and also specifically for eco
self-build communities.
2. Providers: Bristol is unrivalled in the UK in terms of providers and expert organisations for
community-led and self-build community housing:
a. West of England Community Homes (WECH) - is a new regional “hub”
established to support and enable a vibrant, sustainable and growing
community-led housing sector in Bristol and the West of England. There is
only one other city in the UK with a similar hub: Leeds. The hub is focussed

7

Wallace, A., Ford, J. & Quilgars, D. Build-it-yourself? Understanding the changing landscape of the UK self- build market,
Centre for Housing Policy, University of York 2013, pp18-20
8
Wilson, W. (2017) House of Commons Library Briefing Paper Number 06784, 1 March 2017 Self-build and Custom Build
Housing (England) Available at https://beta.parliament.uk/search?q=Wendy+Wilson+self+build+Briefing+Paper+March+2017
Retrieved 14 4 18
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b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

h.
i.

on promoting community led-housing, including self-build community-led
housing.
Bright Green Futures is growing quickly and keen to develop more projects,
preferably on our doorsteps in Bristol, if policy opportunities would make this
possible. WECH and Bright Green Futures also offer training and support to
community groups.
Ecomotive is a Self & Custom-Build social enterprise providing training and
technical services to individuals, communities, local councils and housing
groups.
Ashley Vale Action Group, a not for profit company who led The Yard, an
eco self-build community in St. Werburghs. They have now purchased Bridge
Farm to do another community-build project.
Bristol Tiny House Movement led by Rachel Butler who is in close touch
with Marvin Rees and Paul Smith, looking for a site to develop their tiny
house community.
Bristol Community Land Trust who has completed a community-led
development of 12 homes in Fishponds and has now been granted planning
permission in Lockleaze for 49 homes working with United Communities
Housing Association. The Fishponds homes included self-finish and we
understand that this is also considered for Lockleaze.
Ambition Lawrence Weston headed by Mark Pepper who are in negotiation
with Bristol City Council do to a community-led development on council land
in Astry Close, Lawrence Weston for 40 homes. One of BGF’s staff
members: Martin Schofield sits on their Steering Group, and there is an
interest to make it self-build or self-finish if it can be made a viable solution.
Fishponds Co-build Group who were co-founded by Bright Green Futures
and have taken on the Old Car Yard on 79a Grove Rd to do a community
self-build development.
Several people and groups who come to Bright Green Futures for training
with the intention to build their own community.

We conclude: there is no shortage of providers in Bristol.
3. Economic viability: Whilst Bristol can pride itself in significant demand and expertise in ecoself build communities the bottleneck is the economic viability. This is because the true
societal, economic and environmental benefits of the proposition are not sufficiently
internalised through policy mechanisms. Whereas there is a lot of support for social housing
available as subsidies to Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) and indirect subsidies through
policies that reduce the land price paid by RSLs, the social, economic and environmental
benefits provided through eco self-build communities are not recognised. This means that so
far eco self-build communities have only happened where they can draw upon significant
volunteer time and people prepared to work below the market rate (all of BGF’s staff). In order
to expand the eco self-build community sector and unleash its huge potential benefits policy
support mechanisms are required. This would unleash finance and land.
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Homes in The Yard9

Conclusion
In conclusion, you can see that eco self-build communities can play a significant role in delivering
BCC’s policy objectives on housing, local economic prosperity, social resilience and minimising our
impact upon the environment. It is a simple low cost solution for Bristol City Council to achieve many
of its aspirations in one go.
Furthermore, Bristol is in a great place to develop its expertise in eco self-build communities and
community-led housing hosting an unrivalled number of expert and grass roots community
organisations, including the WECH (West of England Community Homes), Bristol Community Land
Trust, Fishponds Co-build Group, Ambition Lawrence Weston, Bristol Tiny House Movement,
Ecomotive, Ashley Vale Action Group and ourselves (Bright Green Futures). No other city in the UK
hosts so many successful community-build projects. UK national policy on self-build presents a huge
opportunity for Bristol to become the UK leader in this field. By taking advantage of Bristol’s unique
context of historic and live projects and its network of community-build experts the Council is well
placed to make the city a frontrunner for self-build community housing.
For this to happen policy support mechanisms are required and our suggestions are described in this
document.

9

These two homes are a good example of what’s possible with self-build. The turquoise and yellow house in the back was built
by a 24 yr old who previously struggled to hold down a job who built this home for approx. £200k, including plot purchase, in
2003. The house in the front was built by a single mother living in a caravan with a new born baby whilst managing the build.
This house was built for £135k including the plot, also in 2003.
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7.0

Opportunities for more eco self-build communities

So far all eco self-build community projects have succeed through a combination of capital grants,
philanthropic investments, many volunteer hours, reduced rate working and people taking in a greater
risk than a conventional house builder would. Due to the lack of being able to compete with
conventional housebuilders, this market is restricted to very few “do-gooders” who are highly
competent and risk taking. Bright Green Futures is the only company in the UK running such
schemes, which is not set up as a not-for-profit enterprise.
Other community build schemes are being run by community groups or not-for-profit organisations
which tend to be heavily subsidised. Only 5% of community groups that form succeed in seeing
through a project. Whilst we very much welcome all the public support for such schemes and
especially the significant financial support that Bristol City Council has given Bristol Community Land
Trust, we see that there is a real opportunity for Bristol to create a bigger market, with less public
funding and as a way to meeting its obligation to the Self and Custom Build Housing Act. This is also
a real opportunity for our Mayor, Marvin Reed, to deliver on his number one election promise to
support better housing in Bristol.
The overarching solution we see is that we need to find policy mechanisms that make eco self-build
communities competitive with conventional house building. This documents how this can be achieved:

7.1 A policy for self-build, custom-build homes, community-led and eco selfbuild communities housing
As the Local Plan review states in Section 4.6, “the Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015
requires authorities to hold a register of persons seeking to acquire land to build their own homes and
to give suitable development permissions in respect of enough serviced plots to meet the demand for
self-build as evidenced by the number of persons on an authority’s register. Bristol City Council
established its self-build and custom housebuilding register on 1st April 2016.”
It further states that “whilst the current local plan supports self-build as a means of housing delivery
there is no citywide policy approach that seeks to deliver permissioned and serviced plots for selfbuilders.”
We invite the Cabinet lead for housing (Cllr Paul Smith) to develop a city wide policy approach for
self-build and custom build housing in Bristol.
There is a huge opportunity for Bristol to use the requirement of the Self-build and Custom
Housebuilding Act to drive environmental sustainability objectives, social cohesion and to make our
local economy more prosperous. This opportunity would be missed unless it is steered and thought
through, with the right policy incentives and mechanisms.
Suggestions for specific policy mechanisms and incentives are further detailed as part of this
document.

7.2

Site allocation for self-build housing

The Local Plan Consultation proposes two options for new policy mechanisms that seek to deliver
permissioned and serviced self-build plots. We quote:
1. “Sites allocated for entirely self-build housing or allocated for a combination of market and
self-build housing.
2. New policy seeking a proportion of self-build housing within larger developments. Plots could
be made available for a specified period, after which any requirement would lapse if plots are
not sold.”
Firstly, the latter option presents a get out clause for developers who could choose not to deliver selfbuild plots by not marketing them properly, charging above the market rate, or not offering the
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purchasers a unique design or good service. We know from speaking to most developers that they do
not want to do self-build as they are not familiar with this approach and say it is not worth it for them.
Secondly, the latter option is also in direct contradiction with other policies proposed in the
document. For example, Section 4.2 Making efficient use of land to meet our needs: “New
developments will be expected to reflect Bristol’s urban character by delivering high quality, liveable
residential developments at higher densities.” With the latter option, any self-build that may succeed
would almost certainly be a small number of detached ‘executive’ self-build plots for sale, but at low
density and sold at a high price accessible only to the wealthier people in Bristol. To date, most of the
UKs 8% of new homes delivered through self-build have been for this luxury market.
Thirdly, although we do not know how many people are currently registered on BCC’s Self-build and
Custom Housebuilding Register, the 700 people recorded by Ecomotive’s register on the Council’s
behalf, our own register, and other studies (outlined in Section 3.4) suggests that this type of provision
would not be sufficient in meeting demand. Furthermore, this type of provision would not be suitable
for the range of budgets of those signed up to the self-build register. If emerging policy does not
reflect the type and scale of demand in Bristol then the Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Register
is not serving its purpose.
Fourthly, a small number of plots on a larger site are unlikely to provide the necessary economies of
scale to make these viable. They would also risk failing to achieve the many additional benefits which
accrue from eco community self-build as outlined throughout this document e.g. sections 2 and 4.
Teinbridge District Council pioneered this policy and have had a 5% requirement of self-build plots on
each major development site. A total of 164 self-build homes were allocated through this policy and
no self-build homes were built at all. We suspect that this is because the developers were not
interested in promoting this model. Also, we are inclined to think that, understandably, most selfbuilders want something more individual and tasteful then being on the edge of a housing estate of
volume house builders. A quantum of homes is needed to create social cohesion. And we need new
thinking to get involved in their leadership and creation rather than volume house builders who are
unlikely be interested in delivering them.
With the allocation of entire self-build sites, however, it becomes possible to build eco self-build
communities, with all their additional advantages over conventional self-build as listed in sections 2
and 4. We are pioneering an approach to self-build housing for terraced housing with Buildstore and
we can offer custom build for flats. This makes it possible to also make self- and custom-build housing
accessible to people in a wider range of income and to those who will benefit most from the
proposition, for example single parents, young families and old people who can design disabled
features into their homes.
We therefore see a great opportunity for Bristol City Council to align its policies and prioritise
allocating sites entirely for self-build communities. This also provides the economies of scale
needed to increase the viability of self-build. However, in the event that BCC also develops policy that
seeks a proportion of self-build housing within larger developments, we have suggested policy
mechanisms that can make this as effective as possible.
Where there are mixed sites (self-build/community-led and conventional housing) it is important that
the community-led /self-build provider is in charge of the site and invites the conventional house
builder in to take on part of their site under their terms.

7.3

Policy mechanisms that internalise societal, economic and
environmental benefits of eco self-build communities

We have established that eco self-build communities do a lot to achieve a significant number of policy
objectives of the draft local plan. We propose to identify policy mechanisms which can do so.
Social housing is a good example. It is supported through funding available to housing associations
and a reduced land value naturally resulting from a percentage obligation. In exchange, social
housing houses many people who could otherwise not afford to rent or buy.
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Eco self-build communities also contribute towards solving the housing crisis in that they address an
immediate market of first time buyers, young families and people who may otherwise not be able to
get on the housing ladder.
In addition to this, as explained in Section 4, they also do so much for society, the environment and
the local economy.
Several mechanisms may be used to internalise these benefits:
1. Selling Council Owned Land: Council owned land could be sold to community led and eco
self-build communities schemes where the social and environmental benefits are quantified
and deducted from the land sales price. A toolkit could be developed to quantify the social
benefit drawing on resources such as the HACT Toolkit and the Stern Review on the
Economics of Climate Change. Such a tool should be based on a triple bottom line
assessment. The Quirk Review (2007) is regarded as one of the leading papers on council
owned assets. It as well as the Social Value Act 2013 states that Council should sell assets
for maximum societal benefit which is not just financial. We urge Bristol City Council to
remember this responsibility in all sales of publicly owned land.
2. Ring fenced off-site contribution: Developers who do not wish to build self-build homes
could be allowed a get-out clause of providing off-site contribution instead. This off-site
contribution could be ring fenced and redistributed to community self-build schemes with a
self-build proportion beyond the requirement or which are 100% self-build. They could be
specifically allocated to funding the community and sustainability features (such as a
community/entrepreneurial hub and garden, and/or the clean energy technology and
sustainability initiatives), thereby supporting other policy objectives too.
3. CIL money: Engage local neighbours in how the CIL money is spent and give them the
option to contribute it towards the community hub which will serve the wider community.
4. Lift the affordable housing contribution: Eco self-build communities should be recognised
as contributing significantly to society in their own right. We propose that this is recognised
through exempting such communities from building social housing in its strictest definition. It
will be important if this is done that they are clearly defined and the definition proposed in
section 4 could be used.

7.4

Transparency and Promotion of the Local Self-Build Register

We do not know how many people have registered on BCC’s Local Self-build register established on
1st April 2016. We know that the initial register run by Ecomotive on behalf of the Council had over
700 people on its register.
The Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) is the evidence used to back up the policies in the
Local Plan as it assesses demand. The draft SHMA10 admits that the evidence underpinning ‘self
build’ demand has not been effectively undertaken and further work and surveys need doing. If the
demand isn't evidenced BCC will struggle to allocate sites as the SHMA underpins the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA).
For your interest and as already mentioned, Bright Green Futures, has 584 people who have
registered their interest for the Water Lilies Development.
We would like to suggest that the Council actively promotes its register and to include a definition of
what community self-build entails and how the self-builders may benefit from building as part of a
community. We also suggest more transparency on the register to let people know how many people
are already on the register. This could be automated through the software relatively easily.

7.5

Support mechanisms for the community-led housing sector to
incorporate self-build

10

https://www.jointplanningwofe.org.uk/gf2.ti/-/636546/18063973.1/PDF//2015_11_16_Wider_Bristol_HMA__Volume_2_FINAL.pdf
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With the right support mechanisms in place, community-led housing, such as proposed by WECH,
could play a role in delivering self-build housing too and this could be done in a way that meets the
affordable housing criteria.
Bright Green Futures has decided not to become a registered social landlord (RSL), as this would
significantly limit what we could achieve in terms of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Choice given to the community and future residents.
Sustainability achievements.
Bespoke design options.
Quality Design
Empowering local contractors throughout the building process.
Community features.

We do, however, recognise and value the community-led model used by Bristol Community Land
Trust and promoted by WECH.
We see a significant opportunity to do community-led social housing developments, with self-finish. It
will be best here to find a way that ensures that self-finish is part of the proposition from Day 1 rather
than an add on at a later date.

7.6

Sites allocation for self and custom build development

For the Council to select the sites that are specifically allocated for self and custom build communityled developments it is important to prioritise the following criteria:
1. Size: There is a critical mass at which point eco self-build communities can work. The optimal
number based on our analysis is between 20 and 100 homes. This is due to economies of
scale and also based on achieving optimal social cohesion.
2. Location: Due to the significant community and employment proposition it is important that
these sites are located strategically in locations where the wider community will also benefit
from this offering11. Furthermore, the sustainable travel plan will work best in locations with
good public transport provision and cycle routes.
3. Viability: For this to work and to be able to find a provider or community group who wants to
purchase the site, it is important to allocate sites where people who are attracted to the eco
self-build community proposition would like to live. These are locations which are typically
multicultural, with access to nature, good schools and local amenities.

7.7

Exception sites for mixed-use community self-build developments

One opportunity would be to identify exception sites where it would be possible to develop
community-led eco self-build projects, but where conventional development would not be permitted.
An urban exception site policy could look at other classes of land where a planning justification for
permitting a change of use to residential development within a community-led or eco self-build
community framework might occur. There might also be a range of sites with existing industrial uses
where a tightly bounded residential permission could help to resolve historic ‘bad neighbour’ uses, or
where the economic value of employment land could be enhanced with a residential element,
recognising the employment creation that typically happens in eco self-build communities where many
people will integrate work spaces into their homes and where people can also work in the community
hub. These industrial areas could then be sensitively infiltrated with mixed-use developments, new
industries and services, which address today’s pressing issues. There are so many millenials looking
to set up their own businesses and looking for buildings to do so. Eco-self build communities would be
a great option as they naturally draw entrepreneurs, start-ups, small businesses and social
enterprises to these areas. They could be designed with a significant commercial and community

11

As an example, Ambition Lawrence Weston was very happy about the skills, energy and employment we will bring to the
area through Lawrence Weston. This was a specific need they had identified in their neighbourhood plan.
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space elements, and, in addition, naturally the homes themselves would also be used as
workspaces12.

7.8
Governance framework for windfall community-led and self-build
housing opportunities
WECH is developing a governance framework for land allocated for Community Led Housing (CLH)
uses to be ‘held in trust’ while potential user groups develop a business case for a scheme. This is a
really great opportunity for community groups to get started. We recommend opening up this offer
also to Eco self-build communities.

7.9

The right urban density and clever design

Proposal ULH4 proposes tall buildings. Whilst we have no experience of commenting on purely
commercial spaces, we recommend to be very careful about building living accommodation at very
high density because of the associated link to increased crime rates. At Water Lilies we are achieving
relatively high density and high quality living accommodation and connection to nature through
biophilic design. This includes roof terraces, window positions, a central shared garden with nature
features, car free access to the community garden from the homes and an underground car park. In
principle we are in favour of medium to high-density development because of the increased
sustainability credentials. Based on our research and experience, a density of about 50 to 80 homes
per hectare is the optimum density for social cohesion if all these design considerations are taken into
account.

Water Lilies Community Garden – spacious with lots of nature at a density of 66 homes per hectare

12

An example of this is the Fishponds Co-build site: It was an old car repair yard where 4 people were
working. When the site is completed, our survey of the future residents and evidence from similar projects shows
that about 20 people will be working on site. Currently, whilst Fishponds Co-build group is waiting to get started
on site they have opened a mobile site office in a converted double-decker bus and they have also rented out all
the old units at low cost to young entrepreneurs and the old owners. A conventional developer would not do this.
It would not be worth the hassle for them. However, with the mobile bus there will be continuous employment on
site and every building on the site will be used until the very time of construction work commencing.
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7.10

A planning procedure that is more appropriate to community
developments

Applying for planning permission can be a major hurdle for such projects. Whilst we have met
enthusiastic planning officers, the fact that eco self-build communities fall out of the conventional box
has meant that planning applications take even longer. This is a real problem when customers have
already committed to the self-build and often live in temporary accommodation and have their lives on
hold whilst waiting for planning approval. People’s commitment to self-build is a valuable asset and
should be enhanced through making the planning process as smooth and swift as possible.
We have the following proposition:
1. Fast tracking: Dedicated BCC Planning support with the task to fast track community-led
applications13.
2. Greater design flexibility: Recognition that the customers are designing their own spaces
and have their own interests at heart and understand the way the community will work best.
As such it is less important for the planning department to impose design standards such as
bedroom spaces, overlooking regulations and space standards. We have had very interesting
unique designs refused because they don’t meet the standard dimensions, but they were the
best design for the specific needs of the future residents. We recommend a more flexible and
less restrictive design code.
3. A flexible approach to the space standards: It will be good to allow unique living models
for homes and communities that are designed by their future residents. The space standards
could be relaxed through allowing community spaces to be included in the calculation.
Furthermore, a volumetric approach to the space standard would provide more design
flexibility and may enable enhanced, more beautiful and light spaces with high ceilings (pls
see image overleaf).
4. Level of discretion for the planning officer: It would help if the planning officers were
encouraged to use their discretion to support community led housing projects, which show
significant environmental, social and economic benefits. Whilst, in our experience, planning
officers have been brilliant in their wish to support us, the ones we have worked with have
also been using the same box ticking exercise designed to determine the outcome of
planning permission for volume housebuilders, for which these rules seem to have been
made. There seems to be a fear to get penalised for stepping outside the box. A culture in
the Council that values planning officers driving really great schemes and using their
discretion to support ethical and unique approaches could be really supportive.

13

For example Plymouth had a team of planners with expert knowledge in self-build that we are told has made all the
difference. Please see: http://custombuildstrategy.co.uk/features-article/custom-build-strategy-finds-plymouth-city-councilsaward-winning-approach-self-custom-build/
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Example of a tiny house interior

7.11

Outline permission with Plot Passport/Design Code

A great help for a successful community self-build scheme will be the openness of the planning
department to allow and encourage outline planning application with a plot passport. The plot
passport very specifically details what detailed planning permission will be allowed. As long as the
detailed planning application meets the rules of the plot passport planning permission is guaranteed.
This means that plots can get sold at a point when the future resident and self-builder already knows
what they will get permission for. The Graven Hill Development is a great example for this. It is also
the way planning policy works in many other countries where self-build is the norm, Almere in the
Netherlands being a good example.

Self and Custom Build Homes in Almere, The Netherlands
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7.12

New even more affordable community self-build models

As stated, we believe that the private community self-build market has a huge role to play in
contributing to the housing crisis and so many of the objectives the Local Plan seeks to deliver. As
such, this model needs to be supported in its own right. However, we wonder if there may also be
other models which would enable eco self-build communities to meet the council’s definition of
“affordable housing”.
We are very supportive of the model for community-led development pioneered by Bristol Community
Land Trust and pursued by Ambition Lawrence Weston. We have also looked at pursuing this model
as a company and decided against it due to the restrictive nature of requirements of RSL funders
which limit to what extend the local community, and specifically the future residents can get involved
in the design of their homes. We understand that with this model it is not possible to offer a plot/home
to a person until after planning permission has been granted. We also understand that the
requirements of the lenders means that the construction companies tend to be larger companies
rather than the small builders and self-employed individuals who live round the corner or the niche
passionate eco-building companies who are keen to develop and explore innovative environmentally
friendly construction practices. In addition, self-build involvement can be difficult and is limited to the
fit out. This restricts the level of empowerment and entrepreneurial culture that can be generated.
We believe this model is very important and attracts a different customer base to ours, and we really
appreciate the significant funding and support BCC and other funders provide to these pioneering
schemes. We however wonder if there could be a third model of eco self-build community that would
qualify for BCC’s definition of affordable housing.
Here are our ideas:
1. Restriction of future sales values through covenants
At the Fishponds Co-build Site we explored a model with Valerie Watkis where the self-builder would
get their plot at a reduced value in exchange for agreeing to selling their plot below market rate in the
future. No RSL would be involved and no funding would be granted, but the freedom and complete
involvement in the build would be possible. The problem here was that the agreed 65% of market rate
end sales value was too low. No one in the group actually wanted this plot, to put in all the energy to
then make a loss on their home. The person who initially wanted it was a single parent, but she
subsequently managed to raise the money. It also did not feel right that the poorest person in the
group would be given the worst offer. We would have preferred as a group to provide a bursary to her
without expecting anything in return. One option would be to change the percentage of the allowable
end sales value to a higher amount, to a level that makes this a valuable proposition.
Another option is to add restrictions to the occupancy such as:
• a legal requirement for community service,
• payment of a service charge that can be exchanged for additional community service (to
make it affordable for everyone),
• contribution to the communal cooking and gardening rota,
• agreement not to own a car, but instead to participate in the car pooling scheme
• looking after communal recycling and/or other sustainability technology.
Such a restriction by default would reduce the end value and create its own internal market which
would make it more affordable to buy in.
It would be good if such restrictions would be on a site-wide basis for the whole self-build community.
Even if they only added up to a small reduction in end sales value, it may be argued that 100% of
homes are more affordable at purchase due to being self-build and 100% are also more affordable
when sold due to the restrictions on occupancy. Could this be seen as an alternative to 30% of homes
on site being sold for a more significantly capped end sales value? We see that this solution would
create a more cohesive community where everyone it treated equally and contributes equally.
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2. Self-build rent
At the Courtyard we pioneered self-build renting. We wanted to make our proposition available to all
walks of life and budget and there was demand from people who wanted and could only rent. We
have four flats which were designed by their future tenants with Bright Green Futures, each looking
unique and beautiful and full of artwork. They were also offered the option to do some of the work
themselves in exchange for not paying rent for a certain period. All of the tenants were initially in
receipt of housing benefit. All of them are still living here 4 yrs on and the only reason to leave is that
three out of the four have now decided to self-build in Fishponds Co-build, something they would have
never considered before. A contributory factor was the way they build their careers thanks to being
part of a vibrant, supportive community and are now able to qualify for a mortgage. To give you a
picture of the people living in the four flats in the Courtyard:
• two women who became childminders thanks to initially childminding the children in the
community,
• one resident able to become a tutor through teaching in the community room,
• one musician who practices his music in the community room,
• one finance manager who started managing the finances for the community then for Bright
Green Futures (we are also based in the Courtyard) and then for a few other companies
• one single parent who became so inspired by what we do that she got a job with Ecomotive.
The shared parenting in the community made it possible for her to work.
In this way we see it could be possible to have a private rental model with affordable or market rate
rent which also includes self-build.

Uniquely designed self-build rental flat at the Courtyard

8.0

Discussion and conclusion

All the measures that have been proposed to support eco self-build communities are options with no
or very small cost implications to the council/tax payer. They might slightly devalue land and serve as
an indirect tax to land owners. From an economics perspective this is a sensible tax, as it taxes
people making money from sitting on large assets and invests it into building sustainable communities
that are a feeding ground for start-ups, small enterprises, businesses and philanthropic activity. If this
is a policy that is clear to be here for the long term it is not going to put speculative landowners off
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selling their land. And indeed once a mass market is established the price of building such a
community will come down significantly. A large part of our cost is currently spent on developing a
new model.
Another point to make is that the self-build market is much more resilient to economic
downturns. Whereas volume house builders will stop building in a downturn, people still need
housing and will still invest and we have seen this in the last recession where the self-build market
held strong14.
We fully support the way Bristol City Council has financially supported Bristol Community Land Trust,
Ambition Lawrence Weston and WECH and hope that this will continue as a great model which allows
the delivery of social housing in a way that involves the local community and future residents. There
is however also a significant role in which the private sector can get involved in making homes more
sustainable, resilient, community led, empowering and affordable. This model is described here. This
is a model that can do a lot with comparatively little incentives and minimal funding required. Whilst
demand is high throughout the country, all other cities don’t have the same level of providers. Bristol
City Council has the unique opportunity to use the Self-build and Custom Housing Act to its
advantage, not only to continue to build a great city, but also to become market leader in this growing
field.
We would like to propose a meeting with BCC Planning Policy staff to discuss the detail of this
response, and proposals within, and to work collaboratively with BCC to develop policies that can help
implement the Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act in the most optimal way.
If this is of interest please be in touch with Steffie:
steffie@brightgreenfutures.co.uk
Tel. 0117 955 6718
We are hugely excited about contributing to creating and even better Bristol.

14

NaSBA (2008) SelfBuild as volume housing solution. Available at https://www.brightgreenfutures.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/NaSBA-Self_Build_report.pdf retrieved 14/4/18
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